A Fubini theorem for positive linear functional on the vector lattice of the real-valued functions is given. This result properly contains that of the Riemann-¿í-abstract integral.
INTRODUCTION
In [3] one starts with a functional /: B -> K, defined on the vector lattice B of real-valued functions on a set X and assumed to be positive linear. One defines the extended function class Ri(B, I) and extends / to Ri(B, I) via one or the other of three classical methods (certain limits of elementary functions, equality of the upper and lower integrals, closure of B with respect to an R i type seminorm), and one gets the convergence theorems using a suitable "local convergence in measure". Riemann-^ , abstract Riemann-Loomis and Bourbaki integrals are subsumed.
In [5] Eisner has given a Fubini type theorem for the abstract Riemann-/*-integral. In this note, the integral extension of Lebesgue power introduced in [2] and [3] is used to develop a Fubini type theorem in quite general settings.
Let Ii and I2 be positive linear functionals on vector lattices over Xx and X2, respectively. A methodological simplification is obtained by constructing the iterated integrals, via a suitable extension of the linear functionals. Conditions are determined for an integrable function /: Xi x X2 -* R, without assuming continuity, so that the iterated integrals exist and are equal. So, our results are a reasonable substitute for Fubini's theorem for finitely additive integration (or for corresponding to the analogues to the Daniell extension process, but without continuity assumptions on the elementary integral /).
Product systems
On the extended real line R = Ru{-oo,oo} we adopt the usual conventions 0(±oo) := 0 and oo + (-oo) := 0. We denote a V b := max(«, b), a A b := min(«, b), a, b el.
Terminology and notation used are similar to that of [2] , [3] and [10] .
( 1 ) Throughout this note we shall assume that for j = 1, 2, X¡ is an arbitrary set, Bj c Rx' a vector lattice (with respect to pointwise operations) and Ij\ Bj -► R a linear functional which is positive, i.e., //(/) > 0 for all / > 0 in Bj. Let Xt, := X\ x X2 and 53 C RXi a vector lattice. For / e R*3 and for x £ X\ we define the function fx on .Y2 by fx(y) = f(x, y) for each y £ X2. Let / be a function on X3 such that fx £ B2 for each x £ Xi . Then setting (J2/X*) := h(fx) for each x e X\, we have defined the function I2f on Aj.
(2) A system (X$, #3) is called a product system with respect to (X\, Bx) and (X2, B2), whenever for each / £ ß3 the following conditions are satisfied:
(ii) hf e 77, • In all that follows (X3, 773) will be a product system. We define a positive linear functional on Bt, by the rule h(f):=h{hf) f°r eacn f £ B-¡. (ii) There exist Ak c X\, k e N, I^-null sets, such that fx £ RpTop(B2, 12) for all x £ Xi -Ur Ak . (iii) Finally, if £ e R*' such that /¿-(/,) < g(x) < I2+(fx) for all x e *i -Ui°4fc .then-°y (4)> we obtain S e 7?prop(5i, 7,) and h(g) = 7f ( [3] and [10] .
In all that follows we assume the following condition (*)
To h £ Bi, g £ B2 there exists / e B3 such that g(y) < l(x, y) if h(x) > 0. For each x £ Xi set tp(x) := inf{IJ ¡(¡fx -h\), for all h £ B2} and set Ak := {x £ X\\ tp(x) > j}, k £ N. By virtue of Lemma 2, it can be easily proved that the sets Ak , k £ N, are /j~ ,-null, and (i) follows immediately.
To prove (ii) it suffices to see that there is (IJ ¡gn) c Bx such that Ij ¡g" -> g(I^j), where (g") c /73 and IJ/(\gn -/|) -► 0, as n -» 00 .
In fact, a calculation analogous to the proof given in [11] (Hauptsatz, p. 139, with "Fubini-integral norms"), and having in mind the properties stated in (6) and (7), permits to show the inequality IJ,(\(IJjgn) -g\) < UjlVlt\S«-f\) < 37,-/(1^-/1). The space of abstract Riemann-p-integrable functions Rx(p,R) was presented essentially by Loomis [12] . For Banach space-valued functions it has been introduced by Dunford-Schwartz [4] , and in more general form by Günzler [8] , [9] . RpTOp(p, R) c Dunford-Schwartz integral L(X, Q., p, R) c Ri (p, R), with coinciding integrals; all c are in general strict (see Lemma 9 of [10] and [9] , pp. 199, 70).
In Gould [7] , Stone's axiom B A 1 c B is assumed, so by [8] his results are already subsumed by the abstract Riemann integral (see, for example, [9] , pp.
57, 268).
If Qi and Q2 are semirings of sets from Xi and X2, and pi and p2 are additive measures on f2i and £l2, respectively, one can construct a product additive measure pi in the set X¿ := Xx x X2 and the induced integral Ißi. for //-measurable fn, by [9] , p. 265; and we get the usual Lebesgue convergence theorems.
In [5] Eisner has given a very thorough and interesting treatment of the Fubini theorem for the abstract Riemann-/z-integral. Our results contain properly that of [5] , for which we obtain simplified proofs. Indeed, Example 1 below shows that there exist functions for which Theorem 1 is applicable, but not the corresponding result of [5] or even [11] , p. 129.
Observe that for the X x //-case, (*) holds and (**) means that |/| is bounded and there exists P £ ring generated il2 such that supp(/) c X\ x P.
In [14] integration with local Loomis-Schäfke integral seminorms is obtained. With (7), we have Rx(B, I) n Rx = Schäfke local I~-closure of B, and Ri(B, I) nR* = "one-sided completion" of Loomis [12] , p. 170. 3 . We denote by B\ <g> B2 the vector space of functions on Xt, generated by the family {g ® h; g £ B¡, h £ B2}, where (/<g> k)(x, y) := f(x) • k(y) for arbitrary / and k on X\ and X2, respectively. If |/| £ B\ ® B2 whenever f £ B\® B2, then B\ ® B2 is a product system with respect to (B\, I\ ) and (B2,12) (see [13] , §15; [6] , p. 187), and Sections 1 and 2 are applicable.
4. Using Examples 1-3 below it is not difficult to check that there are finitely additive X, p on rings and /, g, h" with 0 < /= 7^^-null functions, but
